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The Biblissima Portal (in a nutshell)

➔ Focused on the history of collections / 
transmission of texts in the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance

➔ Aggregates data on medieval manuscripts and 
early printed books

➔ Search, browse, visualize
work in progress: query + export data



Biblissima data cluster

bit.ly/biblissima-resources

30+ 

catalogues and 
databases

3+
digital libraries

10+
digital editions

https://projet.biblissima.fr/en/resources/biblissima-resources


beta.biblissima.fr





2 iconographic databases
(descriptions of illuminations and 

decoration in medieval manuscripts)



Mandragore (illuminated manuscripts at the BnF)



Initiale (illuminated manuscripts from the public libraries 
in France)



Current status

➔ Mandragore :
205,000+ illuminations (IIIF images from Gallica)

20,000 concepts (Dewey based classification)

➔ Initiale : work in progress (early 2019)
93,000 illuminations (IIIF images from the BVMM)

5600 concepts (Garnier vocabulary)



Illumination Page

http://beta.biblissima.fr/en/ark:/43093/ifdata7b37b5126d88b4016fb006d31e4a36f0f1f09cce


Concept Page



Concept Page

http://beta.biblissima.fr/en/ark:/43093/desc4ddd7b5d1f112d71846048d24f1113fccb00c499


Concept Page

http://beta.biblissima.fr/en/ark:/43093/desc07ab7c626dd4c842903f9572f430f02a8e3270a1


Biblissima Manifest for the “collection” of images

Concept Page

http://beta.biblissima.fr/en/ark:/43093/desc7eaba55e5c76da75eb7959cf97f60081c3de6d51


Biblissima Manifest for a “collection” of illuminations





metadata at Canvas level



link to the Illumination page

link to the Manuscript page

links to other Concepts pages



2-level Ranges:
- Shelfmark

-    Caption(s)



Ranges for 
index of 

illuminations’ 
captions here?

IIIF Manifest loaded from Gallica



Further (potential) improvements

How to integrate this supplemental Range?

➔ Create a derivative Manifest?

➔ Hardcode Mirador to load the “Biblissima” Range?

➔ Use a notification mechanism?

Use case: https://github.com/IIIF/iiif-stories/issues/104

https://github.com/IIIF/iiif-stories/issues/104


Further (potential) improvements

Represent metadata at Canvas level (i.e. information 
about an illumination) as Web annotations?

(but without being able to target a specific region of the 
Canvas…)



Further (potential) improvements

Provide a more appropriate UI/UX than a regular viewer 
to explore the collections of illuminations… 



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ug1MJchMhbRUpbvysq1zqq6lCA18lG-N/preview


More info about Biblissima and IIIF:
frama.link/biblissima-iiif

IIIF360, a new support service for IIIF in France:
frama.link/iiif-360

https://frama.link/biblissima-iiif
https://frama.link/iiif-360
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